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ABSTRACT
Background: The contact nature of rugby with intensive physical interaction often exposes its players to a high risk of injury and illness. Compliance with prescribed safety guidelines when returning to play during the COVID-19 pandemic is important for both rugby players and their support staff’s health and wellbeing.

Methods: This paper explores health and hygiene awareness in a rugby context and provides insights on practical return-to-play (RTP) solutions during the COVID-19 crisis. This study was conducted through interviews with 15 senior rugby support staff employed in elite rugby. A thematic analysis was adopted emphasising the need for a consideration of hygiene and social distancing practices arising from COVID-19.

Results: Players are exposed to the risk of trauma resulting in skin abrasions and lacerations etc. which may aggregate the risk of infectious diseases. A level of micromanagement practices that builds on the current situation are essential, considering rugby players in a high level of fitness condition and at a relatively young age can be overly confident with their ability to deal with the risk of illness. Player awareness such as symptom reporting and RTP after unwellness is required for ensuring their health and wellbeing and of their fellow players as well as support staff during the back to field process.

Conclusions: Returning to rugby practice and competition will require a level of micromanagement and player safety awareness education to achieve the goal of optimally protecting the players from potential illness and/or spreading it to fellow players and support staff.
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INTRODUCTION
The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted all elite sport events through severe restrictions to reduce the likelihood of disease transmission to athletes, support staff, ancillary event staff and audiences. In particular, team sports have been significantly impacted with some still not returned to a practice and/or competitive environment. Given the amount of physical contact involved in team sports and elite rugby union in particular, the process of returning to the field for practice and competition will be challenging for both players and their supporting staff. Recently, World Rugby has developed a set of guidelines for a safe return (Return to Play-RTP) to rugby union activities during the pandemic, and many of its affiliated member unions are in the preparation phase of returning to training and competition.

In 2006, a literature review of medical publications that reported on infectious disease outbreaks in competitive athletes from 1966 to 2005 identified the most common transmission mode in outbreaks was mainly skin-to-skin contact. For example, herpes simplex virus infections were common among wrestlers and rugby players and Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus can cause outbreaks of soft tissue and skin infections among collegiate and professional athletes. More recently, a similar review in 2012 indicated that most infectious disease outbreaks in competitive sports recorded from 2005 to 2010 occurred in close-contact sports especially combat sports involving collegiate competitors. For team sports in particular the environments where athletes compete, practice, receive therapy for injuries, and travel both domestically and internationally, provide varied opportunities for the transmission of infectious organisms.

Substantial RTP guidelines have been published recently, however, to ensure those guidelines are strictly followed, players and their support staff and families must have a strong awareness level of personal hygiene.
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and social distancing in the context of occupational safety and health (OSH) i.e. that the players and support staff are in a highly transmissible working environment with inherently close contact. The prevailing culture of risk tolerance in elite sports,[6] and for winning at all costs,[7] raises significant concerns in relation to how team sports can adapt to the conditions imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic. In particular, team sports are an optimal environment for the rapid spread of the virus which can have a significant impact on players and support staff.[8] The potential for increased susceptibility to COVID-19 infection in athletes needs to be at the forefront of the minds of all athletes and support staff. During COVID-19 lockdown, like the rest of the population, elite athletes including rugby players have to be in a restricted training mode, lacking match-intensity and timing in rugby-specific intense actions. For example, tackles and scrum and rugby specific movement patterns and muscle involvement during the high-intensity aerobic training and anaerobic speed endurance training could be lacking. In such a circumstance, once returning to play, the prolonged high intensity exercise may dampen the athletes immune system of even the healthiest athlete.[9] The implication of this is that the individual athlete will need to be even more aware of their own health condition and personal hygiene as well as their teammates and supporting staff. The athletes training loads need to be closely monitored, particularly after an unexpected break from training due to COVID-19.

There have been a number of reported outbreaks of infectious diseases amongst rugby players since the close physical contact and trauma inherent in playing rugby facilitates transmission of viral, bacterial and fungal pathogens between players.[10] While infection control can be included within effective health and safety management practices, competitive sporting culture by its very nature can conflict with the promotion of a positive safe working environment for elite athletes. For example, in elite rugby union, as players tend to have a high-risk acceptance influenced by traditional rugby culture associated with performance of masculinity, fearlessness, pain tolerance, etc.,[11-14] returning to play when the sport culture is permissive of risk tolerance should be a cause of apprehension. Safety culture consists of shared values, attitudes, perceptions, and beliefs that drive decisions and behaviours regarding safety,[15] and can be manifested by human workplace behaviours as a part of organisational culture,[16,17] which during the global pandemic forces us to consider how we “pull together” in our workplaces to ensure that everyone stays safe and healthy. This has become a core mantra for keeping workplaces operating. In a sport team, players perception of risk can be largely influenced by surrounding social referents (e.g. teammates, coaches, physiotherapists) with most elite players that are still at a younger age are more receptive to such positive influential behaviour.[18,19] When a positive safety management culture is fostered by all individuals in an organisation, positive behavioural change that is measurable ensues, a situation that can be equally true in any sporting organisation that places an emphasis on safety.

In order to improve rugby players and support staff compliance with health and safety guidelines for RTP during the COVID-19 pandemic, this study emphasizes two aspects: rugby players health-and-safety awareness (i.e. awareness education, reporting awareness and RTP after illness/injury) and micromanagement by support staff (i.e. hygiene, staff support and physical interactions). The findings can facilitate rugby organisations in optimally ensuring the health and wellbeing of their players and staff by reinforcing their management strategy with a pertinent research evidence basis.

**METHODOLOGY**

OSH management practices embedded into organisational management internationally have yet to be utilised to their fullest extent in elite sports organisations.[20] The potential for elite sports incorporating OSH management practices to reduce risky behaviours could minimise health impacts of inevitable sporting injuries with a long-term health and wellbeing perspective. This paper is located within and arises from a larger study that explored aspects of OSH management within elite rugby union in Ireland. In response to the demand of a safe return to elite rugby in the context of the current pandemic, this paper explores key health and safety factors that may improve rugby players compliance with new guidance that has arisen as a necessity to RTP during the COVID-19 pandemic. The method of semi-structure interviews was adopted for data collection. By using the snowball sampling method until data saturation was achieved, 15 rugby support staff with a variety of significant support positions in Irish rugby ranging from coaching, medical and management participated in the interviews which took place at the outset of the emergence of COVID-19 but prior to the declaration of a global pandemic. Information on their employment status at the time of the interviews, as well as subsequently, along with other demographic information covering, age group, gender, playing experience and interview environment is presented in Table 1 for consideration of potential contextual influence.

**Data collection**

The first author conducted all the interviews by using the interview protocol developed around relevant health and safety issues relating to hygiene, injury and illness management and physical contact as well as more generalised OSH concepts such as leadership and internal team communication in sports identified from key factors that were highlighted in a prior literature review and research conceptual framework development.[21] Before each interview, the participant would be provided with information about the study's purpose and their right to remain anonymous and withdraw from the study at any time. Several introductory questions were also asked (e.g. what is your background in rugby?) in order to obtain an insight into the participants involvement in rugby and enable rapport to develop between the interviewer and interviewee. All the interviews were recorded with participants consent and transcribed by the first author. Research ethical approval was granted by the university Human Research Ethics Committee. The document “Safe Return to Rugby - in the Context of the COVID-19 Pandemic” developed by World Rugby[22] aligned to World Health Organisation (WHO) provides guidelines and recommendations for national and local rugby associations and unions was released just after conclusion of the interviews which then provided a basis to evaluate the interview data from the perspective of health and safety management during the pandemic.

**Data analysis**

The first step in our analysis involved identifying and analytically coding data in the interview transcripts. Specifically, the first author coded data that was relevant to rugby safety return based upon the premises put forward by the World Rugby document.[23] A codebook was subsequently developed by the first author facilitated by QSR NVivo 11 data analysis software. In terms of rigour, the coding process was a sequential iterative process involving rationale and challenge discussions between all others. For the first step in this iterative process after initial coding, the data and the primary coding results were sent to the third author. The third author refined the coding and sent the revised version of codebook back to the first author and review by the second author. In accordance with the feedback, the first author attuned the codebook and sent it to the third author for a follow-up feedback refinement. This coding process between the two authors (with internal review by the second author as a “critical friend”) was repeated several times. The second author acted as a “critical friend” by challenging the codes and rationale of both the first and third authors and providing detailed reflections during the process.[24,25] The codes and themes were constantly updated over a four-week period and refined until all authors were satisfied with the codebook. Table 2 provides an extract of the codebook. Following final consensus, the first author re-coded
the interview transcripts using the updated codebook. During this stage, similar types of codes were grouped into key themes. The next stage involved a thorough re-evaluation of those themes to develop categories from the perspective of OSH practices that are gaining greater prominence from COVID-19. This stage involved a critical discussion amongst the authors on what aspects of pertinent OSH management processes in the data was considered most relevant to the current pandemic context referring to the “Safe Return to Rugby” document developed by World Rugby, and “Return to Work Safely Protocol” published by Irish Government. The authors have specialisation in sport management, occupational safety and health and adult education/universal design disciplines. Finally, three key categories were identified (micromanagement on health-and-safety practices focusing on hygiene and social distancing, player health-and-safety awareness improvement and rugby physical contact nature) after this non-linear, iterative coding process between the co-authors. The framework including a hierarchy of categories, themes and codes pertinent to the COVID-19 pandemic identified is presented as Table 3. Furthermore, the appropriate narratives were used to reflect the key themes in the Findings section.

RESULTS

Key health-and-safety-related themes were identified, which may improve rugby players compliance with new guidance that has arisen as a necessity to RTP during the COVID-19 pandemic. The findings are presented from the three categories highlighted in Table 3: micromanagement of health-and-safety to protect players and staff; player health-and-safety awareness improvement; and rugby physical contact nature. The first category focuses on players health-and-safety related visible actions which are monitorable and instructional by rugby management staff. The themes included are player hygiene and player health condition surveillance. The second category is directed at the importance of improving players health-and-safety awareness, which is critical for ensuring players fully understand and follow safety return guidelines. The themes included are player awareness education, player reporting awareness and RTP after unwellness. The third category focuses on the physical contact nature of rugby that may be of concern as a particular risk during COVID-19 pandemic, such as collisions and tackle on the pitch. All categories and subsequent themes were illustrated with interviewees quotes for readers understanding and consideration. Interviewees were pseudonymised (e.g. Mgt1, Med3 and Coach6) to maintain anonymity and confidentiality.

Micromanagement of Health-and-Safety to protect players and staff

Player hygiene

While highly susceptible to infectious diseases due to close physical contact and potential bodily fluid interaction (sweat and saliva), most infectious diseases are preventable among rugby players by promoting good hygiene practices in the changing rooms and on the field of play. Rugby organisations usually pay more attention to player hygiene when preparing for an upcoming competition, as Med12 suggested, the precious opportunity to attend an international sports game may be ruined because of a player's bad hygiene habits.

We educate players on hand washing and provide alcohol gel in camps and things like that. Because if somebody gets a trouble, or gets the flu or chest infection, they can't perform. It doesn't matter what they've done. And with training. And it's the same when you see like things like the Olympics. And you know, people trained for four years and they eat something dodgy and get a bug and it's all gone. And so we will be trying to promote that from very, you know, from the young players come in to something dodgy and get a bug and it's all gone. And so we will be trying to promote that from very, you know, from the young players come in to representative sides like just hand washing, and not sharing water bottles. (Med12)

Since infections can spread from one player to another by direct contact between broken skin, mucous membranes, infectious lesions and secretions, the worst consequence in the current pandemic context could be an outbreak of COVID-19 if one player becomes infected and contaminates other players and staff while being asymptomatic. It is common for rugby players to share the use of communal items such as water bottles, rugby kit, towels and other equipment during daily routines. Because the lifespan of COVID-19 on various surfaces ranges from hours to days, this will be a significant issue for RTP. Frequent PPE usage is part of general OSH practices in rugby. For example, players are required to wear a mouth guard to prevent orofacial injuries especially during the match. Therefore, while it may seem like common sense, the specific hygienic habits such as frequent hand-washing, frequent cleaning of personal equipment and kit and the priority use of individual equipment should be emphasised with greater relevance and developed among the players as part of their daily routine for illness prevention rather than a preparation just for competition, as

Table 1: Participants’ Background Information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant Pseudonym</th>
<th>Position Involved</th>
<th>Team Level (Highest)</th>
<th>Job Type</th>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Elite Playing Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mgt1</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Provincial</td>
<td>Full-time</td>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mgt2</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Provincial</td>
<td>Full-time</td>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med3</td>
<td>Medical staff</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>Full-time</td>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med4</td>
<td>Medical staff</td>
<td>AIL 1A</td>
<td>Part-time</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med5</td>
<td>Medical staff</td>
<td>AIL 1A</td>
<td>Part-time</td>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coach6</td>
<td>Coaching staff</td>
<td>Provincial</td>
<td>Part-time</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mgt7</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>AIL 1A</td>
<td>Full-time</td>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coach8</td>
<td>Coaching staff</td>
<td>AIL 1A</td>
<td>Part-time</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mgt9</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>AIL 1A</td>
<td>Part-time</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mgt10</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>Full-time</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coach11</td>
<td>Coaching staff</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>Full-time</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med12</td>
<td>Medical staff</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>Full-time</td>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med13</td>
<td>Medical staff</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>Full-time</td>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coach14</td>
<td>Coaching staff</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>Full-time</td>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coach15</td>
<td>Coaching staff</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>Full-time</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
1. Management include referee, team manager, director, coordinator etc.
2. Medical staff includes team doctor, physiotherapist, medical consultant, medical coordinator etc.
3. Coaching staff include head coach, strength and conditioning coach, assistant coach, coach's coach, performance analyst etc.
4. AIL 1A = All-Ireland League Division 1A
Med13 suggested:

Well, you know, what do they do in terms of un, preventing getting ill? So do they wash their hands? You know, you know whatever behaviours so do you wash your hands? Do you use it? You know you come into a cafe and then wash your hands. Uh, do you get vaccinations and what do you do around your eating? You know. Um, so what are the behaviours that they are showing? So how do they act around other people who are sick and not well, and where you know so if somebody was sick … you are you know this way. So, so looking at what they do at a behaviour level that might show that they have an awareness of their own health. (Med13)

The micromanagement of specific health and safety control measures relating to hygiene involves physical distancing, hand hygiene, mask-wearing, the prohibiting of team handshakes, on field spitting, and sharing of drink bottles and towels. These restrictions can be challenging, so appointing a field health and safety officer or a team hygiene officer to ensure players follow the prescribed hygiene guidelines can be considered a necessity for RTP.[26]

Player health condition surveillance

In rugby, medical staffs play an important role to keep players healthy and safe, but the heightened interaction between players and medical team may also be a cause of concern during COVID-19 pandemic. In an elite rugby team, players with unwell symptoms can immediately be assessed, diagnosed and treated by the medical team in the rugby club, as Med12 described:

Yeah, if anything goes in and goes, oh, I have a bit of a sniff, a little bit of a cold. They’ll be given like a nutritionist downstairs. She gives off and gives them a little pack. And it has like vitamin C, zinc and hydration like you know, uh, maybe get more sleep or you know, what, what they’re changing might be adopted… (Med12)

However, in this instance, medical support is primarily aiming to maximise players fitness and readiness to perform rather than ensuring their general health and wellbeing or indeed that of other players and support staff. The focus is on the individual rather than the potential impact on collective health and wellbeing which could arise from a single COVID-19 infection arising in a team.

We would have protocols then around the player in terms of entry medicals. So we do entry medicals on them. We do exit medicals. It’s the whole load of process and procedures to ensure that health and safety be that from their wearing, be that from how we manage certain injuries to their general health and wellbeing or indeed that of other players and maximise players fitness and readiness to perform rather than ensuring medical staff is essential to support individual players health and to their ability to resist infection, the professional treatment and advice from medical team is essential to support individual players health and the capacity for their safe return to play. However, given the nature of COVID-19 and its capacity to infect people in contact, collective health and wellbeing needs to be considered. As an individual’s health condition is significantly related to their ability to resist infection, the professional treatment and advice from medical team is essential to support individual players health and the capacity for their safe return to play. But now that medical treatment must be cognisant of the potential impact to other people surrounding the individual during illness and when they return to play. In particular, medical staff need to pay special attention to blood injuries,[27] which could occur which may expose players to a greater risk of infection than previously considered for biological infections such as herpes simplex virus and Staphylococcus aureus.[41] As aforementioned, medical support staffs are usually accessible at pitch-side during the match day.

Table 2: An extract of codebook.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example codes and relevant extracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Players’ hygiene               | A statement describes players hygiene behaviours such as PPE use and hand washing etc. | • Hand hygiene  
|                                |                                                                             |   We educate players on hand washing and provide alcohol gel in camps and things like that. Because if somebody gets a trouble, or gets the flu or chest infection, they can’t perform.  
|                                |                                                                             |   Oral hygiene  
|                                |                                                                             |   They eat something dodgy and get a bug and it’s all gone.  |
| Player health condition        | A statement describes the actions taken by rugby support staff (e.g. medical staff, referee etc.) to protect player health | Interaction between players and medical staff  
| surveillance                    |                                                                             |   We had the physio on site and from an injury point of view, you know, you’re looked after on pitch, they were, they were there all the time.  
|                                |                                                                             |   Referee decision on safety-related situations  
|                                |                                                                             |   Referees are critical to health and safety. In fact, they’re probably the most important. Referees first job is to make sure that the games run in a safe manner  
|                                |                                                                             |   Routinely health condition surveillance  
|                                |                                                                             |   Kidman is an online software, we spend a lot of money on having every player is on there, every player has a profile. And on it or there, in the illnesses and everything is managed the training that they do.  |

Table 3: Final framework identifying OSH factors for elite rugby safe return to play.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micromanagement on health-and-safety</td>
<td>Players hygiene</td>
<td>Hand hygiene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Oral hygiene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Player health condition surveillance</td>
<td>Interaction between players and medical staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Referee decision on safety-related situations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Health condition surveillance routine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Player health-and-safety awareness improvement</td>
<td>Player awareness education</td>
<td>Player reports unwellness symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Players awareness of reporting</td>
<td>Player hides unwellness symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RTP after unwellness</td>
<td>Player decision on RTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medical staff decision on RTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Collaborative decision on RTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rugby’s Physical Contact Nature</td>
<td>Rugby physical contact nature</td>
<td>Collisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tackles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to provide the players within match time treatment once accidents/ incidents happen.

We had the physio on site and from an injury point of view, you know, you're looked after on pitch, they were, they were there all the time. You would see the physio and be treated (Coach6)

Nevertheless, this type of spontaneous contact between medic staff and player implies that it cannot be adjusted to consider the requirement of social distancing as the very nature of such treatment is to ensure the evaluation of health and prevention of further ill-health. By necessity the medical staff must physically interact with the players, just as primary healthcare workers are inevitably exposed to confirmed COVID-19 patients.[28] Consequently, precautionary measures will need to be taken for close contacts that are often spontaneous. In addition, specific controls will need to be adopted to reduce the potential for infection such as specific personal protective equipment for medical support staff (e.g. face shields with an underlying face mask, disposable smocks and gloves). All such physical interactions will need to be logged during a match and if any subsequent infectious disease symptom occurs decisions will need to made in relation to suspension of activities and contact tracing in line with specific guidance.[31] To minimise the risk, non-essential personnel should avoid treatment areas in accordance with the social distance guidelines.[29] Additionally, physiotherapists must ensure hand hygiene before and after treatment and encourage athletes to shower before and after treatment. If unwell, team medical staff must not provide treatment to an athlete in effort to prevent cross contamination to another athlete or staff member. Unwell athletes should be instructed to see their own general practitioner. Schedule a COVID-19 test, isolate and must not receive any other type of medical servicing such as injury assessment from the team medical staff until they have been cleared as COVID-19 free.[29]

Normally, a principal aspect of the function of a referee is to make on-the-fly decisions from a neutral perspective to ensure the game is carried out following established rules and norms of play. As interviewees explained, the role of the referee is crucial to players safety during competition:

First, my first issue is the safety that player, when that secured, then I’ll decide as a referee whether it’s foul play or not. So my number one issue is not, oh, oh my goodness, that’s foul play. I worry about that player in a minute. I, my number one concern is what, so what happened? And do I need to stop the game for this player. Once that happen, if the answer to that is yes, that’s the first primary focus. And then when that, when people have arrived on the scene to treat that player, the referee is no longer needed at that stage, then they can move to stage two, which is, right, what caused this? Do I need to do anything but to address it? (Mgt10)

Referees are critical to health and safety. In fact, they’re probably the most important. Referees' first job is to make sure that the game's run in a safe manner… If the referees control of the match, that’s the point where the health and safety of the players can come into question. (Coach11)

So the role of the referee yes, is very important. And he is the first point of contact and he will call on the medical staff or the physio or anybody else that he thinks is needed. He will stop the match. So yes, his role is important. (Mgt7)

The referee as an authorised party with commanding power on pitch is vital for ensuring players health-and-safety on the pitch, they therefore need to be cognisant of the transmissibility processes of COVID-19 especially when there is a minimum number of stakeholders that are required to deliver a rugby match safely to avoid the possibility of virus transmission.[31] If a limited-contact version of rugby game was developed in the pandemic context,[32] the referees will need to be trained with the updated rules to be capable of immediately distinguishing a foul play that could have ramifications for COVID-19 infection.

Health surveillance systems have been prevalent in professional level rugby to maximise team performance by timely evaluating individual players health-related condition.[21] Consequently, most players have already adapted to this level of micromanagement as a form of health and wellbeing monitoring.

Kidman is an online software, we spend a lot of money on having every player is on there, every player has a profile. And on it or their, in the illnesses and everything is managed the training that they do. And that all of our doctors and physio if they see a player, they’re putting all the information on there about what they’ve done, what they’ve seen and what. And so then, we know exactly what players are sick or injured…if somebody’s appetite is always like ten of ten, they love their foods, they’re always on … and suddenly drops to six, and the alert will pop up on Kidman. So there’s the team like the physio where the doctor, coach will see it and they know to go checking with the players and say, you know, you ok? (Med12)

So once again using technology like gps trackers, heart rate monitors, those sorts of things to be able to be individually looking at players in a training environment and, and remove them from training if they're starting to hit, um areas where injuries might be a high risk than usual. (Coach14)

In addition to the management of player performance, the application of software, as Med12 mentioned, could be highly significant for COVID-19 risk management. Such software could be utilised as a mechanism to assist in contact tracing processes within teams which can then aid decision making on return to play. The ability for support staff with responsibility for health and wellbeing to access continuous health monitoring and potentially an expanded version including COVID-19 symptom monitoring would be invaluable for protecting the whole team and support staff unit. Health monitoring where players can daily report their temperature and potentially other COVID-19 symptoms could trigger the order by medical support staff for a COVID-19 test and a temporary precautionary suspension of play until a negative result was returned. This would require players to be honest and transparent in their self-reporting for the benefit of the team and their support staff. Medical support staff with access to such ongoing health monitoring can thus assist in contributing to more informed decision making with management on RTP participation in practice and competition. Medical support staff could also liaise between teams during competition to share such health data to ensure protection across a league though other playing levels of rugby may not be able to afford such as an advanced application, as Mgt2 suggested, the frequent check points are also applied to make sure the ongoing monitoring:

So, there’s check points in the air of starting the season, mid-season, and season off season. And that’s checking in physically, mentally, socially results of contract decisions, those some points during the year. And then it’s the ongoing monitoring. So, it’s making sure day to day, week to week, that they’re physically, mentally, socially coping with being a professional rugby player. (Mgt2)

While COVID-19 contact tracing processes,[32] in a rugby setting may be considered extremely onerous by players it is essential that players buy into the process for the protection and care of the team as well as their own families and personal social networks outside of the rugby setting. It is of paramount importance that rugby players and all support staff keep track of all contacts that they are having on a continuous basis until the global pandemic is over and vaccines and treatments have been introduced to wider society. If a player or support staff comes in contact with a positive or presumptive positive case of COVID-19, that individual should immediately self-isolate from their team and undergo a test. Only when their test is returned as negative can they return to play or to actively support the team.
Players health-and-safety awareness improvement

Currently, there are various RTP guidelines published in sports research literature in the last nine months. A high level of health and safety awareness is the premise to ensure that players strictly follow those guidelines so that both players and staff can be protected from the risk of COVID-19.

Player awareness education

Awareness of the potential for COVID-19 to infect and impact all age groups is crucial to having the populace understand the disease. Many young people are under the impression that they cannot be infected or that if they are infected the symptoms will be mild and while 80% of global cases are asymptomatic or mild. The disease has an impact on all age groups regardless of how healthy individuals are at the time of infection. In Ireland, up to midnight on 31 December 2020 for the relevant age groups for elite rugby in Ireland, the incidence of COVID-19 between 13 to 18 year olds was 920 (6.01%), between 19 to 24 year olds was 2,422 (15.83%) and between 25 and 34 years old was 3,023 (19.76%). Elite rugby players generally perform with a high level of fitness from a relatively young age which may mislead some players to be overly confident with their capability to withstand illness.

The lack of health and wellbeing awareness amongst young players has been noticed by our interviewees:

Well, lots of players say it would be very common in an elite sports. The players take a lot of uh, sleeping tablets. So they play in high pressure games, often at night and they can’t sleep. And but, the, the culture in amongst our medical staff will be very against, that actually don’t work and pay players get the addiction and they’re not very good for your health. (Med12)

Some, some players would be very, very committed to their own, uh, individual and team welfare. And others, I would suspect probably put the result in the performance maybe about their own health and wellbeing on occasions. (Coach14)

The relevance of appropriate health focused education for players in order for them to recognise their own health and wellbeing is thus now of even greater importance due to COVID-19. Players and staff will need to be aware that their own health can impact others on their team, linked with the importance of open and honest reporting of their health/potential COVID-19 symptoms. Individual and collective health and wellbeing awareness level evaluation as a result of COVID-19 has the potential to override the performance driven impetus that is embedded within rugby culture. Considering the pressures from peers and career as Mgt7 and Mgt2 described, it is challenging for young rugby players to have a sufficient awareness of their own welfare and how their own individual health status can impact their fellow teammates and support staff.

You know, um, they don’t want to be seen to be the weak in... among their peers. They want to be seen to be as good or as healthy as the next guy. So from the point of view, how do they deal with it purely on peer pressure. (Mgt7)

So how do you build in health and safety where you can actually you’ve got a one-year contract, you need to prove yourself on your injured for half of it and or the bulk of it and your that’s ok. But yes, from an economic, from a sports perspective, they know if they do that come the end of the year, there won’t be another contract. So, there’s a big conflict there between what’s actually going from a health and safety perspective. But what’s gonna happen practically from the professional sports environment? They’re really at odds. (Mgt2)

Thus, player COVID-19 specific awareness education can reinforce the promotion of existing best practices. For instance, if players have ancillary concerns such as pressure from peers and contractual implications, they might not want to prioritise safety compliance behaviours which emphasises the importance of micromanagement to alleviate those concerns. The required behaviours (e.g. regular hand-washing, covering mouth and nose with a tissue or sleeve during coughing/sneezing) need to be monitored intensively, assisted by a fair safety compliance incentive mechanism.

Player reporting awareness

Elite rugby players usually report unwell symptoms to their medical support staff for appropriate treatment motivated by curing the illness and injury in order to return to play as soon as possible.

the player has to be honest and open and frank with his superiors be they are the coach, are the doctor, or the physio that if he has an injury or if he has a difficulty with his site, or any other aspect of this physical wellbeing that he admits this and he explains to the professionals what the problem is to allow them to treat it...And a lot, and a lot of players are slow sometimes to admit that they have an injury in the hope that it might go away... Well, their motivation for recovering from illness or injury is to play on the team. So therefore, they will immediately ensure that whatever treatment is required, whatever professional they have to see they will do that. Because they want to get back playing as quickly as possible. So it's fairly simple motivation. They just want to get back and be fit and be ready for selection for a team. But you know, it's slightly different to somebody that’s out of work and maybe doesn’t like their job. (Mgt7)

Thus, if the symptom of an injury or illness does not limit the players performance, the reporting awareness will be influenced by their understanding of the severity of the health consequence, as Med12 mentioned:

And sometimes it’s, I think under, getting their understanding of, do they understand how important it is that they’re honest with medical staff about different injuries, their illnesses and their understanding of long-term effects of doing certain things, like if they’re taking sleeping medications, if they are taking anti-inflammatory because they can go to the pharmacy as same as you. (Med12)

In the new norm of COVID-19 players could underestimate one of the many symptoms of the disease and either not disclose it to support staff for fear of being suspended from play or play on through ignorance of the disease without realising the impact it could have on their team and potentially an opposing team through infection. Education on COVID-19 should therefore focus not only on a thorough explanation of all potential symptoms of the disease but also on players understanding of the risks to themselves and their families as well as teammates, support staff and opposition players and staff. Players should be educated that erring on the side of caution with potential symptoms could prevent a worst-case scenario of COVID-19 transmission throughout a team and their support staff, and in an extreme incidence cross infection to an opposing team following a competitive match which could have significant implications for not only all of their collective health but also the reputation of the player and team that originated an infection cluster.

As previously mentioned, open and honest health reporting will be necessary moving forward with COVID-19, however a players reporting behaviour may also be heavily influenced by the culture within their rugby team, as Coach8 denoted:

I think it’s a culture thing. But I don’t think anyone is ever going to say oh, we’re not gonna talk if we get injured. We’re not going to say if we don’t feel ready to train or feel unwell. So I think just, their mutual respect for each other, and just building a culture and a team is the biggest factor. I don’t think there’s any, I don’t think it’s a matter that would be in certain teams or squads. I get this. I get that. I think it’s just an understanding that you can talk. It’s okay to talk and that’s changing massively. (Coach8)

According to the legislation in most developed countries, employees are responsible for their co-workers health-and-safety in their workplace. As players in parallel, reporting the unwellness is not only for their own
As Med5 explained:

recovery is the premise for players to participate in more competitions. Coaching staff usually respected medical decisions despite the nature (Coach8) they play or not. It’s always taken out of their hands where are possible. So if there’s any questions whatsoever, it’s referring to the medical team are very well respected here in Ireland (Med12) off, nobody questions, not. And it’s, you know it’s I think our medical staff I’m fine to go, I wanna go back on blah blah… “ Our medical staff would have a relationship with the player. You’re able to say, look, you know you’re not right, I know you’re not right. We know you’re for the team on the field, but you don’t have to be on the field, we can bring the player from the side-line who is fit. (Med5)

The opinion of medical staff is undoubtedly important as they are the healthcare professional with the expertise including the short-term risk of performance detriment or re-injury, the consequences of infection, re-injury and other long-term health (and performance) risk for all players in the club. In light of COVID-19 the opinions of an informed and observant medical support staff are of even greater importance. The above quotes reinforce previous assertions regarding open and honest health reporting and an acceptance that micromanagement of their health will be a necessity moving forward. If a player does not to report an unwellness suffered and continue playing, medical staff would have no chance to provide in-time treatment, request appropriate testing, make recommendation on suspension from play or any other professional healthcare opinion on RTP which could have very serious consequences to the team as a whole unit in light of COVID-19. Players reporting awareness need to be evaluated and educated especially for infectious diseases such as COVID-19 and any injuries or illnesses that could have long-term health and wellbeing consequences to a player long after they have retired from the sport competitively.

Rugby’s physical contact nature

Since professionalism, rugby has increasingly become more competitive with greater manifestation of aggressive physical interactions between the players. (Med5) As the examples given by the interviewees:

I think in rugby we’re looking at lowering the level of the maximum tackle to nipple line. So again, that means that you know, people are tackling above it is too high. That’s a risk factor. (Med5)

I think something like tackling technique can be worked on... Some people just don’t have good tackling technique and maybe they do get hurt because of it. (Coach6)

The biggest challenge I suppose in the professional era is because the collisions and because the contact between players is now quite aggressive and it’s very strong and they collide and crash into each other so much, that is very important that the level of fitness and their mental approach. I mean a simple thing like avoidance of a big dangerous tackles to move out of the way perhaps that, all of that is still in their brain, all impact on their personal safety. (Mgt7)

Due to physical contact nature of rugby, players are exposed to a high risk of trauma resulting in abrasions and lacerations of skin. Infections can thus be spread from one player to another by direct contact via broken skin.

Coaching staff usually respected medical decisions despite the nature of some RTP decisions being disappointing for team morale or team efficiency in competition, but the decisions are understood that fully recovery is the premise for players to participate in more competitions. As Med5 explained:

I suppose when I look at health and safety in general, you know, that’s where coming... and I suppose I would have protocols, how we look at different injuries and plans to what happens, so that’s why we have traumatology training, in terms of dealing with them at pitch side situation…. Sometimes the players I had a game, earlier this season, where a player came to me and said ‘I don’t feel good, I need to come off’. So that’s generally the exception rather than the rule. That’s not the most common thing would happen. But in terms of the coaching staff, they’re happy for me to make the decision whether the player can continue or not. And I would generally tell them so I said have a relationship with the player. You’re able to say, look, you know you’re not right, I know you’re not right. We know you’re for the team on the field, but you don’t have to be on the field, we can bring the player from the side-line who is fit. (Med5)
DISCUSSION

The findings presented have practical implications for RTP as well as the future of rugby culture. Rugby organizations need to extend their capacity to strengthen the micromanagement of player health and wellbeing as this is already an established approach for maximising performance. Professional/elite players are generally well used to following instructions which aligns to their purpose of achieving an aimed for performance. For other playing levels, rugby clubs may not have the required resources to adequately fulfil the level of micromanagement required by COVID-19 such as the technological support and health knowledge for contact tracing and real-time health data detection. Furthermore, semi-professional players and high-performance amateurs may potentially have more social activities with people outside the rugby community since rugby may not be their future career. To reduce the risk of COVID-19 resulting from players broader social and familial contacts, it is crucial to improve the players health and wellbeing awareness including ongoing health monitoring and being receptive to honest reporting of COVID-19 symptoms while also embedding the concept that all in the team are working together collectively to protect the whole teams health and wellbeing. Take player hand hygiene as an example, existing hand-washing guidelines can already be very detailed, but now the focus should be the development of specific hygiene habits by embedding those guidelines into the day-to-day mindset and culture of a team as a way to protect and support the whole team instead of purely forcing mechanical hand-washing behaviours.

Even though epidemiological data indicates that older people with underlying comorbid diseases, including obesity, are at greater risk of developing adverse clinical outcomes that does not mean that healthy young athletes cannot develop severe respiratory complications. Recent studies indicate that aside from respiratory complications, COVID-19 might generate serious complications related to cardiovascular, and nervous systems that might lead to hospitalisation and even death. Physical activity during the asymptomatic phase of the COVID-19 illness or premature return to sporting activities, especially intensive physical practices after the infection, could have serious health implications. Given the absence of standardised guidelines for RTP after infection, a conservative approach has been justifiably advised. Educating players and all support staff on the implications of contracting COVID-19 (especially the long-term health implications arising from Long COVID) is thus essential in order to elevate the knowledge within teams but also as a means to justify such a conservative approach to the control measures and behaviours needed for RTP.

Based on the physical contact nature of rugby, the possibility of a non-contact (or limited contact) variant of the game in the context of social distancing should be discussed. If the levels of contact in rugby can be downgraded, both injury and illness risk will correspondingly be reduced, however many would argue that rugby without the physical contact is nothing more than tag rugby. Since sport is always a controlled battle in an imaginary setting, it is in some sense ‘unreal’ or ‘hallucinatory’ that might lead to hospitalisation and even death. Physical activity during the asymptomatic phase of the COVID-19 illness or premature return to sporting activities, especially intensive physical practices after the infection, could have serious health implications. Given the absence of standardised guidelines for RTP after infection, a conservative approach has been justifiably advised. Educating players and all support staff on the implications of contracting COVID-19 (especially the long-term health implications arising from Long COVID) is thus essential in order to elevate the knowledge within teams but also as a means to justify such a conservative approach to the control measures and behaviours needed for RTP.

Based on the physical contact nature of rugby, the possibility of a non-contact (or limited contact) variant of the game in the context of social distancing should be discussed. If the levels of contact in rugby can be downgraded, both injury and illness risk will correspondingly be reduced, however many would argue that rugby without the physical contact is nothing more than tag rugby. Since sport is always a controlled battle in an imaginary setting, it is in some sense ‘unreal’ or ‘hallucinatory’ and that would potentially be lost in a non-contact or limited-contact version of rugby. Keeping the risk low while keeping the enjoyable battle-excitement high through the civilised sport rules will thus need to be considered. To reduce physical contacts in rugby, rugby rituals practiced in individual countries such as the New Zealand haka could be considered as a way to affirm the cultural expectations of aggression within rugby; the competitive nature and adrenal rush but do so in a controlled way that is respectful of opposing teams health and wellbeing while also meeting the need for the sense of belongingness within a team and to their community. While the haka is specific to New Zealand, there are a wide variety of global cultures which have similar forms of ritual aggression displays during sport or prior to combat/competition, which could be adapted as a rugby ritual prior to a match depending on the culture/society the match is being played in - these can range from dances and entrance displays to chants and song. For spectators, the aggression manifested by such rituals can go towards replacing that derived from physical contacts as well, considering that the haka has been always popular and attractive as a pre-match ritual. For rugby organisations, the management can build their brand by such rituals as a manifestation of a strong sense of responsibility for their players health and wellbeing in the context of pandemic.

CONCLUSION

This study is a part of a broad research study that aims to explore health and safety awareness in elite rugby. COVID-19 has emerged as a significant issue within the realm of health and safety over the course of the study. Considering the nature of rugby as a team sport with intensive physical interaction between players including both collaboration and opposition, the contact nature of the game may expose its participants to a high risk of injury and illness. From an OSH perspective, a micromanagement approach in the organisation may achieve the goal of optimally protecting the players from potential injury and illness while returning to the rugby field. In addition to the fact that elite rugby players are generally in a high level of fitness condition at a relatively young age which may mislead the players to be overly confident with their ability to deal with injury and illness risk during training and competition, the education on players awareness towards health and wellbeing is essential during the back to field process, importantly including the awareness of COVID-19 symptoms and their honest reporting. It is acknowledged that there are some limitations to this study. First, the data collection timeline in this study was just prior to the publishing of Safe Return to Rugby - in the Context of the COVID-19 Pandemic developed by World Rugby, so the analysis of interview data was retrospective in the context of the publication. Consequently, a further exploration is required to research COVID-19 specific issues in team sports as infectious disease prevention is within the realm of health and safety management. Second, this study has not identified optimal methods to distinguish asymptomatic players and the protocol to be adopted for reintegration into active participation. Future research is suggested to focus on preventing potential COVID-19 outbreaks caused by asymptomatic players.
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